First Prize

Tour offered in drawing

By Geoff Russell

One of the goals of International Students' Week is to wipe out illiteracy in Ethiopia, with a benefit drawing sponsored by the Committee for Ethiopian Literacy.

The prize list for the drawing is quite impressive. First prize is a round-trip air fare, all expenses paid tour of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia's capital and one of the political centers of Africa. Second through tenth prizes will be various Ethiopian objects of art.

One useful feature of the first prize is the fact that it can be used as the foundation for an extended tour of Europe and Africa. The ticket provides for unlimited stopovers anywhere along the route, up to a certain mileage limit. The tour only buys the round-trip fare and pays expenses for the two weeks in Addis Ababa, but the winner can easily supplement the prize with his own funds and take a trip he will long remember.

METCO suggests temporary plan for Boston's educational dilemma

(Continued from Page 1)

cational problem. The plan proposes to broaden the educational opportunities of some of the Negroes in Boston. It hopes to improve the environmental opportunities for students in the suburbs. Also, it is the first step to a school system in which the city and the suburbs work together.

Boston's problem

Dr. Telling predicted that in the next few years up to 2000 Boston students would be participating in the busing program. He added, "The suburbs cannot realistically go past that number. The METCO plan is only a temporary stopgap. In the long run, the solution lies in Boston. The will and the way must be in Bos-

The combined Military Societies of MIT will present their annual Military Ball Saturday, March 19, at 8 p.m., in the Sala de Puerto Rico of the Boston Student Center. This year the Ball is being sponsored by the Lt. Col. Jay Dimmer Squadron. The music will be provided by the First Naval District Band, and intermission entertainment will also be pro-

Prime to the Ball, a princess will be chosen from each of the three services. The princesses will be judged by a committee at the ball, and a "Queen of the Ball" will be selected.

Tickets are priced at four dol-
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The Solid Propellant Field Offers You -

A challenging, enlightened, and rewarding future with opportunity for further study, professional atmosphere, project responsibility, and management experience.

Responsible defense positions.

U. S. Naval Propellant Plant

Indian Head, Maryland

Interview date: 16 March 1966

Interviews will be held on Campus. Contact your placement office for further information.